
 

     THE BOXCAR CHILDREN is a May, 2015 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

United States / South Korea   2013   color   81 minutes   feature animation 

melodrama   Watchdog Productions LLC / Wonderworld Studios /  

Castaway Entertainment / Freeman Angel Films / Hammerhead Productions   

Producers: Albert Whitman & Company, Dan Chuba, Mark A. Z. Dippé,  

Ash Shah, Michael Liberty, Britt Napier, Tracy Park 

 

12 of a possible 20 points                                                          *** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

             Direction: Kyungho Jo, Mark A. Z. Dippé, and Dan Chuba 

1           Editing: Michael Rafferty, Eric Lalicata, and Rob Neal 

2           Animation Camera 

1           Lighting Supervisor: Junglin Kim 

             Special Visual Effects: Kyungho Jo, Yonghym Kwon, Clint Perez 

1           Screenplay: Justin Merz and Zach Strauss, based on the book by  

             Gertrude Chandler Warner 

1           Music: Kenneth Burgomaster     Music Editor: Drew DeAscentis 

             Song: “The Boxcar Song” composed by Stephen R. Lynch 

1           Art Direction: Carlos Arguello     Concept Artist: Brandon Gonzales 



             Character Design: Jungheen Kim and Sungwoo Kang 

             Backgrounds: Hyunmi Lee, Hyunhee Song, Clint Perez,  

             Carlos Rodriguez de Leon, Abigail Olellana, Ludwing Paniagua 

             Layouts: Dukju Lee and Youngjin Song 

             Computer Generated Imagery: Hugo Mejicanos, José Estuardo Abril 

1           Animation: Jongkwan Lee (Animation Supervisor), Jachyuk Jung, 

             Wonseok Oh, Kyungsu Jim (Leads) 

2           Sound Supervisor: Dan Snow 

             Supervising Sound Editor: Eric Lalicala 

             Sound Effects: Ryan Gegenheimer, Kyle Lane, Shaun Cunningham, 

             Tara Blume 

             Dialogue / Dubbing Editors and Mixers: Dhyana Carlton-Tims,  

             Michael Miller, Nick Bozzone 

             Voiceover Mixer: Matt Hovland 

             Sound Remixing / Rerecording: Tom Boykin 

             Voices Casting: Kim Taylor-Coleman 

1           Voice Acting 

1           Creativity 

12 total points 

 

Voices Cast: Zachary Gordon (j) (Henry), Joey King (j) (Jessie), Jadon Sand (j) 

(Benny), Mackenzie Foy (j) (Violet), J. K. Simmons (Doctor Moore),  

Martin Sheen (James H. Alden, grandfather), Illeana Douglas  

(Mary Moore, the doctor’s wife), Audrey Wasilewski (Baker’s wife),  

D. B. Sweeney (Baker) 

 

     Screened at the 2014 Toronto International Film Festival,  

THE BOXCAR CHILDREN has the relaxed atmosphere and villainless optimism of 

a studio era Fleischer production. Ideal for elementary school children, this 

eighty-one minute feature melodrama is set during the course of an extended 

summer in a bucolic America of decidedly lower prices. Probably these 

youngsters are journeying through an economically devastated United States in 



the throes of The Great Depression, a time when homeless child travelers were 

not so very rare.  

     When the film opens, eldest child Henry and three younger siblings are 

staring hungrily through a bakery shop window. They have with them, rather 

incredibly, a picnic tablecloth, some change, one set of clothes apiece, and 

magical hair that never requires cutting. This is clearly a fantasy, albeit a 

pleasant one. Youngest child Benny drools at the prospect of eating a cupcake, 

while older companions look forward to devouring some bread. Despite walking 

for hours in open air, the children’s clothing looks neither worn nor dirty. In 

fact, it never seems to age, rip, or fade.  

     There’s no indication provided of the starting point from which this group’s 

wanderings began. Though they wish to avoid encountering Grandfather, who 

has never visited them because of hostility between himself and his daughter-

in-law, the route being followed is leading them almost directly to his residence. 

With mother and father both presumably dead, these four Alden children have 

hit the road, hoping to avoid assignments to orphanages or foster families. 

What works for Little Annie may do so also for them. 

     After purchasing some viands at the bakery, this guardianless quartet begs 

permission to overnight there. Perceiving a potential source of cheap labor, the 

proprietress agrees to accommodate them. They can sleep on benches inside 

her business. Privately, she confers with her husband about taking on the three 

oldest as cut-rate workers. Benny can be transported to a nearby institution the 

next day. Despite misgivings, the baker acquiesces. 

     Eavesdropping on this enlightening conversation, Henry and Jessica resolve 

to depart before dawn. No one will subdivide their family circle if they can help 

it. Carrying a sleeping Benny in his arms, Henry sets off with the two girls, Violet 

and Jessica, without giving any formal farewell. 

     After hiking for several hours, the Aldens slake their thirst at a roadside gas 

station’s water pump, then retire in a haystack nearby. This conforms to their 

usual custom of venturing out only at night, when traffic and awkward 

questions are minimal. 

    Awakening late in the afternoon, wayfarers eat what remains of their food 

supply, then skywatch until dusk falls. Darkness brings not safety, though, but 



rather a search party of two in a bakery van. Frightened out of their wits, the 

refugees plunge deep into forest protection. For some odd reason, the baker’s 

truck is unable to overtake child fugitives. It eventually comes to a halt, blocked 

by a massive fallen log.  

     Meanwhile, their prey tumbles down a rain-slickened grassy slope. At the 

bottom, Jessica is first to rise. She thinks there’s some kind of shelter visible 

ahead. The others doubt it.  

     However, Jessica is quite right. An abandoned red boxcar sits in isolation on 

an unused siding. At first merely useful protection from pouring rain, the freight 

car becomes more attractive after a morning inspection.  

     Why not stay in it?  

     Henry can find some work in a nearby town, there being two within a few 

miles. Being an adolescent male, paying jobs will presumably not be difficult to 

obtain. The boy can mow lawns, wash cars, paint walls or fences, weed and trim 

gardens.  

     Meanwhile, the two girls and Benny can clean, somehow, the interior of their 

new home and wash themselves in a nearby stream. An expedition along the 

siding brings this trio to a junkyard where various cracked crockware, cutlery, 

and assorted makeshifts are collected. For lunch, Jessica discovers a blueberry 

patch. Yummy. 

     Befriending a limping stray dog that approaches their hideout with thorn in 

paw, the younger Aldens even manage to acquire a watchful barker. 

     In town, Henry observes an overweight, out-of-condition doctor attempting 

fruitlessly to mow an overgrown lawn. The lad offers assistance. Dr. Moore 

happily accepts. One job leads to another. Money problem solved, the Alden 

youth returns to his family, cash and food in hand. 

     Will the children ever get adopted? Can they survive in the boxcar 

independently? Will someone betray them to earn a promised reward from 

Grandfather? Why not borrow the dvd from the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library 

of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier and find out what happens 

next? 

     Intriguing camera angles and tracking shots highlight this animation. A 

curious owl flies right at the lens, then later pulls up skyward to share a bird’s-



eye telescoping of the action area with viewers. There is a finely judged mix of 

closeups and long shots displayed.  

     Editing, music, and lighting are satisfactory. Neither sluggish nor frantic in 

tempo, the film’s rhythm is comfortingly ambling, permitting all dialogue to be 

heard clearly. Every scene develops with easy grace. Humor is juvenile in nature, 

not at all profound, or awash in double entendres. There is no threatened or 

expressed violence. Language is free of profanity, romance dodged entirely. 

Characterization stems faithfully from the source book, a highly commendable 

practice. 

     Dan Snow’s sound recording and mixing are ideally realized and balanced. 

Along with unaccented animation and voice acting tamely true to blandness of 

original text, Kenneth Burgomaster’s restrained score gently conveys a self-

contained childhood world. Here adults serve only to entertain, cure illness,  

provide necessary funds. Children never attend school, visit church, play team 

games, or even argue. Onscreen is Utopia as imagined by an American spinster. 

     Even imaginative Joey King as Jessie’s voice is unable to vitalize a perfectly 

innocuous character, one who is compassionate, maternal, and not terribly 

insightful. Her costars, adult and juvenile, fare no better with material that is 

subdued and totally unadventurous.  

      Nonetheless, THE BOXCAR CHILDREN is recommended to viewers ages five 

to ten. They will thoroughly enjoy its predictable, upbeat world of triumphant 

goodness and security. What a welcome alternative to frantically paced, 

chaotic, image-driven stories offered preteen audiences by Hollywood studios 

intent on selling unbelievable superheroes, one stressing cooperation and 

empathy rather than brutality and selfishness. Not bad precepts for a rising 

generation to examine.      


